Helsinki Quantum
This project questions the possibility of architecture that derive from the city and
its people. With City of Helsinki’s policies concerning global competitiveness, urban sustainability and urban culture, the design should responds rationally, no
less than its landmark status. Helsinki Quantum is a bottom-up play of flux and
monumentality of architecture.
In the beginning, the idea is to have a space where people could freely book,
organize and exhibit according to their own needs. This ensure constant human
interventions that will keep changing the project’s circulations, programs and proportion. The architecture will act as a flexible platform for those changes. Under
the same structure, the temporary spaces merge with permanent programs such
as art gallery, design library, and fish market. The design contradicts the different
era of architecture in order to achieve its own meaning.
The temporary and permanent programs are kept together by monumental colmns, which acts as frameworks. First seen as discrete elements, the columns
dynamically unite all the spaces. The ground floor is an open floor plan market
and event spaces. On the first floor located an art and design library. The art gallery is on the second, third and fourth floor.
Constrasting to its monumental exterior, the porous interior allows the interaction
between different programs on different floor. Facing the street are an empty Cartesian grid structure, for citizen’s rotating programs. In the day time, the natural
light enters through the east elevation, while at night the interior light emphasize
the horinzontality of the building from the inside.
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- structure expresses the monumentality
- chaotic programs and the free planning
- maintain the view and the accessibiliy

- North, flatten facade responding to the
adjacent building.
- South, slanted form responding to the park
- East, slanted form responding to the harbour
- Cartesian structure for universal spaces

- two permanent circulations
- countless informal circulations
- gradient from solid to open space

